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Lines, Rays and Line segments
Level 2: S1

Read the !gure and answer the questions.
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What is the di"erence between a line and a line segment?1)

Name any two pair of opposite rays.2)

Name the line that contains the point Y.3)

Name all the line segments which has B as one of its end point.4)

Name any two rays and mention its end points.5)

Name all the points that lie on the line p and line q.6)
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Name :

Lines, Rays and Line segments
Level 2: S1

Read the !gure and answer the questions.
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What is the di"erence between a line and a line segment?1)

Name any two pair of opposite rays.2)

Name the line that contains the point Y.3)

Name all the line segments which has B as one of its end point.4)

Name any two rays and mention its end points.5)

Name all the points that lie on the line p and line q.6)

A line has no end points. A line segment has two end points.

Points A, B, C, D and M

andCA CD , andYC YH 

HG ,YF.  Its end points are H and Y respectively.

Line r or CH

and,BA ,BC ,BD BK 

Answer key
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Name :

Lines, Rays and Line segments
Level 2: S2

Read the !gure and answer the questions.

Name any three line segments in two ways.1)

Name any four rays with C as an end point.2)

3)

What is the di"erence between a ray and a line? 4)

Name any two pair of opposite rays on the same line?5)

Is BL a line, ray or line segment? Why?6)
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Give another name for the line j; mention all the points that lie on the line.
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Name :

Lines, Rays and Line segments
Level 2: S2

Read the !gure and answer the questions.

Name any three line segments in two ways.1)

Name any four rays with C as an end point.2)

3)

What is the di"erence between a ray and a line? 4)

Name any two pair of opposite rays on the same line?5)

Is BL a line, ray or line segment? Why?6)

A ray has one end point and extends in one direction. A line has no end

point and extends in both directions.

BL is a line segment. Because line segment BL contains two end points B and  L

CT CA , CD , CS and 

; andor PQ QP or MV VMor BL LB 
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Give another name for the line j; mention all the points that lie on the line.

; Points that lie on the line j are S, C, E and TorTS ST

;andBA BD andCA CD 

Answer key
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Name :

Lines, Rays and Line segments
Level 2: S3

Read the !gure and answer the questions.

What is the di"erence between a line segment and a ray?1)

Name all the points that lie on the line segment PT.2)

Is NP a ray?  If yes, write its end point.3)

Name any three rays on the line x.4)

Write any two lines and all the points on these lines.5)

Name a line which has only one point on it.6)

x
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Name :

Lines, Rays and Line segments
Level 2: S3

Read the !gure and answer the questions.

What is the di"erence between a line segment and a ray?1)

Name all the points that lie on the line segment PT.2)

Is NP a ray?  If yes, write its end point.3)

Name any three rays on the line x.4)

Write any two lines and all the points on these lines.5)

Name a line which has only one point on it.6)

A line segment has a start point and an end point. A ray has only one end point 

and the other end extends to in!nity.

Yes, the end point is N

Line z

P, Q, R, S and T

andRNRM, MN

Line x and Line y. Points on these lines are M, R, Q and N.
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Answer key
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Name :

Lines, Rays and Line segments
Level 2: S4

Read the !gure and answer the questions.

Is RS a line ? If not, What is it ?1)

What is the di"erence between a line and a ray? 2)

3)

Name all the points that lie on the line g.4)

Name the line that contains the point R.5)

Name any two rays with Q as end points.6)

Name any two pair of opposite rays on the same line?

P
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Is NP a ray?  If yes, write its end point.
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Name :
Answer key

Lines, Rays and Line segments
Level 2: S4

Read the !gure and answer the questions.

Is RS a line ? If not, What is it ?1)

What is the di"erence between a line and a ray? 2)

3)

Name all the points that lie on the line g.4)

Name the line that contains the point R.5)

Name any two rays with Q as end points.6)

Name any two pair of opposite rays on the same line?

;andCD CA andBD BA

P

A

B

Is NP a ray?  If yes, write its end point.

No, it is a ray. 

A line has no end point and extends in both directions. A ray has one end 

point and extends in one direction.

A, B, C and D

QP and QR

Line k or  PR
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Name :

Lines, Rays and Line segments
Level 2: S5

Read the !gure and answer the questions.

Give another name for the line ML ; mention all the points that lie on the line.1)

What is the di"erence between a line segment and a line?2)

3)

4)

Write any two lines and all the points on these lines.5)

Name all the points that lie on the line segment SG.6)

Name any !ve line segments which has Q as one of its end point.

Is CN a line, ray or line segment? Why?
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Answer key

Lines, Rays and Line segments
Level 2: S5

Read the !gure and answer the questions.

Give another name for the line ML ; mention all the points that lie on the line.1)

What is the di"erence between a line segment and a line?2)

3)

4)

Write any two lines and all the points on these lines.5)

Name all the points that lie on the line segment SG.6)

Name any !ve line segments which has Q as one of its end point.

Points P, Q, R, S and G

Is CN a line, ray or line segment? Why?

and

The line x ; Points that lie on the line ML are M, D and L.
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A line segment has two end points. A line has no end points.

CN is a ray. Because it contains one end point C and extends in one direction.

,QS ,QR ,QP QG QT 

Line x and Line y. Points on these lines are A, B, C, D, E, F, L and M.

y
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